wireless and wi-fi products
to protect, power and connect wireless networks
2020 solutions portfolio
Industry-leading product engineering and manufacturing to improve wireless networks

- Coverage
- Capacity
- Security
- Protection
- Power

"If you design wireless networks, you'll want to know about Ventev."
Network Computing

"I can't say enough about Ventev. They went above and beyond to get us the product we needed on a very tight time line."
IT Project Manager, Boston-Area Hospital

“Ventev - a great set of products to help WLAN professionals do their jobs.”
Keith R. Parsons, Managing Director Wireless LAN Professionals, Inc

More product solutions:
ventev.com/infra

indoor wi-fi

Ceiling Enclosures
Ensure APs blend with the ceiling, and protect them from tampering, theft, dust and accidents. Ideal for accessing APs without breaking plenum space.

Indoor Antennas
Choose from a range of aesthetically pleasing indoor antennas with high, medium and low gain, including the latest 5 GHz antennas, to improve Wi-Fi user experience.

Access Point Covers
Affordable solution for concealing and protecting access points from impact, theft or tampering. Accommodates access points with integrated antennas.

Access Point Mounts and Brackets
Position access points horizontally for optimal RF propagation. Optional cover conceals the AP and protects from tampering. Fits most access points.

industrial wi-fi

Indoor/Outdoor Directional Antennas
Rugged indoor/outdoor antennas support demanding applications. Multi-axis mounts offer maximum durability and flexibility to precisely position antennas.

Ruggedized Enclosures
NEMA-rated polycarbonate enclosures protect and secure access points. Order fully-integrated for plug and play convenience.

I-Beam Mounts
Easily install antennas and enclosures onto I-beams with I-Beam Industrial Mount and I-Beam Low Profile Mount. Allows safe assembly at ground level and then quick installation onto I-beams.

Hanging Conduit AP Mount
Mounts APs directly to a conduit hanging from the ceiling. Ideal for environments with high ceilings.

Two Antenna Co-Locating Bracket with Strong Arm Mounts
Easily install AP and up to two external antennas. Allows one AP to do the work of two. Choose 10” or 18” strong arm mounts.
outdoor wi-fi

PoE Enclosure
Extend indoor Wi-Fi outdoors, even in harsh environments. One PoE cable powers both AP and environmental controls.

Outdoor Wi-Fi Antennas
Ventev offers one of the largest selections of outdoor antennas available to support all outdoor applications, including 802.11ac and 802.11ax wireless communication standard.

Outdoor Wireless Bollards
Conceal and protect wireless network equipment, enabling seamless Wi-Fi and wireless communication in outdoor environments such as courtyards, walkways, and campuses.

Power Extender
Enables continuous operation of access points and surveillance cameras installed on light poles with intermittent AC power supply.

large public venues

Handrail / Guardrail Antennas
Bring seamless, aesthetically pleasing network connectivity close to users.

Handrail Enclosures
Houses two access points and two antennas facing in opposite directions to enable wi-fi on both sides of the handrail.

Dual-Axis Co-Locating Mount
Installs AP and antenna together. Rotates 360° horizontally and articulates vertically for precise positioning. Directional antenna (not inc.) conceals AP and wires. Fits most access points.

aesthetic wi-fi™

Mini Ceiling Omni Antenna
Tiny antenna provides aesthetically pleasing alternative to installing bulky access points with integrated antennas on the ceiling.

Junction Box Wi-Fi Antenna
Housed in a standard electrical box, the Junction Box Antenna provides aesthetically pleasing Wi-Fi without sacrificing performance.

Wi-Fi Antenna Kit
Protects and secures a Nano or Micro Patch Antenna from the elements. Paintable cover allows it to blend with the surroundings.

Paintable, Small Form Factor Antennas and Enclosures
Paintable antennas and enclosures enable optimum Wi-Fi performance and blend into the environment.
why choose ventev?

- Industry-leading product lines, including TerraWave®, provide a comprehensive ecosystem of wireless products.
- Unrivaled expertise and resources
- Products for most major radios/APs covering Wi-Fi, DAS, LTE, SCADA and Two-Way
- Easy-to-install solutions
- Pre-configured, fully-integrated solutions
- Large inventory of products
- Professional Product Training and Educational Materials such as application notes and case studies.
- Customer Support with exceptional product and industry knowledge and updates through the Ventev and TESSCO teams
- Purchase through TESSCO- Ventev products are sold through TESSCO Technologies (NASDAQ: TESS), making purchasing risk-free.

Visit: www.ventev.com/infra or contact Ventev
800.851.4965, sales@ventev.com